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Abstract: Nowadays, mathematics anxiety of adolescents is a common problem in the field of education, but serious mathematics anxiety will have a negative impact on the physical and mental development and academic progress of adolescents. Therefore, this study will analyze and summarize relevant literature on math anxiety, and explore the influencing factors and intervention measures of math anxiety from the aspects of individuals, families and schools. In terms of influencing factors, individuals (gender difference, learning style and personal motivation), families (parent-child relationship and parenting style) and schools (internal school atmosphere and teachers' teaching strategies) will have an impact on math anxiety. Then, this study put forward the corresponding intervention measures for the influencing factors mentioned above. Firstly, in the aspect of individual, cognitive behavioral therapy, intensive breathing training and expressive writing can be used to effectively interfere with teenagers' mathematical anxiety. Secondly, for the math anxiety caused by family reasons, by carrying out math practice activities based on father-son relationship, parents can give their children more full academic support, which can effectively reduce the math anxiety level. Thirdly, from the point of view of schools and teachers, we can effectively intervene the math anxiety level of teenagers by changing the learning environment of students. Finally, the paper also points out the shortcomings and limitations of the existing research, which provides sufficient theoretical support and help for the future comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the overall structure of mathematical anxiety and effective improvement of mathematical anxiety.
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1. Introduction

At present, in the fast-developing society, engineering and scientific skills are becoming very important[1], and the study of mathematics is closely related to the mastery of such skills, so people's demand and attention to mathematics are getting higher and higher[2]. At the same time, proper mathematical knowledge and skills can help people get opportunities in a competitive environment[3]. Therefore, it is very important for adolescents to learn mathematics. Those who can naturally display and skillfully use mathematical skills can get more opportunities and make themselves continue to explore and succeed[4]. However, at present, in some developing countries, many students with academic qualifications at all levels have many defects and difficulties in mathematics learning[5], and at the same time, mathematics is considered as the most difficult
subject by students of all grade[6]. Therefore, in today's educational circles, the mathematics anxiety of teenagers has become a universal problem[7]. Mathematics anxiety refers to a kind of tension and anxiety that interferes with digital operation and solving digital problems in daily life and various academic situations[8]. When adolescents suffer from math anxiety, some basic activities such as opening a math subject book or entering a math-related class will trigger a lot of negative emotions in themselves[9]. But in fact, math anxiety does not exist in the beginning, it is actually transformed from the initial avoidance of math[10]. In this process, a student with mathematical anxiety denied his ability to learn mathematics. He was convinced that he couldn't understand and master this subject at all, so he only spent a little energy on the mathematics, and even chose to ignore this subject directly, which led to loss in his learning process. After that, when he is faced with more difficult math-related subjects again, he will have stronger resistance and avoid math learning again, eventually turning the slight math avoidance at the beginning into serious math anxiety[10]. However, serious math anxiety will have destructive and negative effects on people's psychology[11]. Therefore, in order to improve teenagers' mathematical anxiety and improve their mathematical level, a large number of studies have explored and determined some factors related to mathematical anxiety from a single aspect. For example, some studies have explored the relationship between individual gender difference[12-13], learning style and motivation and math anxiety[14-17], some have analyzed the influence of parent-child relationship[18-19], parenting style and family academic support from parents on math anxiety[20-24]. What is more, there are some other studies starting from the school aspect. These papers discuss the relationship between school climate and teachers' teaching strategies and math anxiety[25-27]. However, most of the current studies only analyze and explain one aspect of mathematical anxiety, and only a few studies can comprehensively and systematically review the whole mathematical anxiety model from various perspectives and aspects. Therefore, this research will focus on mathematics anxiety among adolescents (defined as 10-19 years old), analyze and summarize the relevant influencing factors and intervention measures of math anxiety from the aspects of individual, family and school, in order to provide a theoretical reference for a comprehensive understanding of the overall structure of math anxiety, so as to improve the status quo of math anxiety among adolescents more effectively, so that adolescents can face mathematics with a positive attitude and learn it well at the same time.

2. Influencing Factors

2.1. Individual Influencing Factors

2.1.1. Gender differences

Currently, a large number of studies have explored gender differences in math anxiety in adolescents, and the results show that, generally speaking, math anxiety in females is significantly higher than that in males[28]. For example, a study of 751 Chinese middle and high school students (ages 12 to 18, including 450 young women) found that females were more likely than males to show math anxiety[12]. In addition, a study of 415 year 9 students from seven New Zealand secondary schools also showed that women had significantly higher levels of math anxiety than men[13]. As far as the reasons are concerned, the gender difference of teenagers' mathematical anxiety can be attributed to the following reasons, namely, self-concept, attitude and gender stereotype[29]. To begin with, self-concept can be defined as the sum of everyone's perception of themselves, and this self-identity plays an important role in everyone's psychological function[30]. Women have a lower degree of math-related self-concept and a study found that there is a reciprocal relationship between self-concept and math anxiety[31-32], that is, lower self-concept
leads to higher math anxiety[33]. Secondly, women tend to have a more negative attitude toward math than men and there is a positive correlation between math anxiety and negative attitude[34-36]. The higher the negative level, the higher the math anxiety level. In addition, gender stereotypes are perceptions of certain characteristics of men and women[37]. It is a type of belief, combined with gender identity and gender ideology, which constitutes a kind of discrimination based on gender[38]. Women were more negatively affected by gender stereotypes about math performance[39]. When the stereotype is prominent, the female group of adolescents will feel a low sense of belonging in the activities and courses about mathematics[40-41], resulting in negative consequences and increasing the degree of mathematics anxiety. Taken all together, there is a significant difference in the degree of math anxiety between different genders, and the negative effect and influence of females are greater than that of males.

2.1.2. Learning style

Some studies have analyzed the correlation between math anxiety and adolescents' individual learning styles and found that there is a significant correlation between different individual learning styles and math anxiety[42]. Individual learning styles can be roughly divided into four types, respectively independent learning style, participatory learning style, avoidance learning style and cooperative learning style[38]. First of all, independent learning style refers to the individual's preference for independent thinking, and participatory learning style refers to the individual's desire for participation and collaboration[43], both of which have a low negative correlation with math anxiety[42]. Secondly, avoidance learning style means that students are not interested in the content and do not want to participate in it[43], and there is a low positive correlation between this learning style and math anxiety, that is, the higher the avoidance learning style, the higher the level of math anxiety[42]. In addition, cooperative learning style refers to willingness to share ideas with others[43], and there is a significant negative correlation between cooperative learning style and math anxiety[42]. Therefore, different learning styles of adolescents can cause different degrees of math anxiety.

2.1.3. Personal motivation

Most previous studies have found that adolescents' personal motivation has an important influence on math anxiety. Personal motivation is a part of the individual's own goals and beliefs, which determines the degree or level of individual participation in certain circumstances[44]. Individual motivation includes intrinsic motivation of mathematics, motivation of student 'state and motivation of mathematics learning. First of all, mathematical internal motivation refers to adolescents' interest in mathematical related activities and their satisfaction and enjoyment of activities[45]. Some studies have found that this motivation can negatively affect mathematics anxiety[46]. The reason is that the internal motivation of mathematics learning orientation and mathematics anxiety involve opposites: internal motivation is the challenging and difficult task of learning and mastering mathematics methods and strategies, but mathematics anxiety is related to learning new knowledge and the fear and threats to challenging tasks[47], so there will be a negative relationship between them. Secondly, student state motivation refers to students' attempt to acquire academic knowledge or skills by discovering the meaning of existing classroom activities[16]. Some studies have found that this kind of moving opportunity has a negative impact on mathematical anxiety[48]. The reason for this is that when students' level of motivation increases, the classroom atmosphere becomes more supportive[47], that is, the classroom communication atmosphere will be more positive. So the classroom will show more motivation to succeed, and then students' satisfaction with the course will increase, which will have a more positive impact on their own learning and a stronger
perception of cognitive learning, and finally lead to a low level of math anxiety[49]. Finally, mathematics learning motivation refers to the willingness, need, desire and compulsion of students to participate in the learning process and achieve success in this process[17]. Some studies have found that this motivation can negatively affect math anxiety[50]. The reason is that the components of motivation are value, expectation and effect, and the expectation component is mainly influenced by learning problem, self-efficacy and learning belief control[51]. When negative results occur, students' confidence in mathematics decreases and negative attitudes increase[52]. That is, self-efficacy decreases, the control of learning beliefs weakens[53], and learning problems also increase. As a result, the "expectation" component is weakened, the motivation of mathematics learning is reduced, and finally the level of mathematics anxiety of students is increased[49]. In conclusion, adolescents' personal motivation can significantly affect math anxiety, and there is a negative correlation between them.

2.2. Family Influencing Factors

2.2.1. Parent-child relationship

Research shows that the parent-child relationship in the family is closely related to the level of mathematics anxiety of adolescents. That is, parent-child relationship can negatively affect the level of mathematics anxiety[54]. Parent-child relationship refers to the first intimate relationship experienced by an individual, which has an important influence on the future development of children and adolescents and their ability to adapt to the environment[19]. Parent-child relationship is divided into parent-child relationship and parent-child relationship. There is no significant correlation between parent-child relationship and mathematical anxiety level[19], but the parent-child relationship is significantly negatively correlated with mathematical anxiety level. One reason for this is that fathers are more dominant than mothers in influencing their children's academic or math performance[19], and fathers generally reported higher self-concepts and assessments of their own mathematical abilities, as well as more intrinsic value in the field of mathematics[55], and the positive development of the father-son relationship makes the children feel the importance of mathematics through the father's daily behavior and dialogue, thus reducing the level of mathematics anxiety[56]. Another reason is that fathers tend to be more excited, surprised, stimulated and temporarily destabilize their children while encouraging them to take and face risks in a safe environment. This relationship is called the "father-child activation relationship"[57]. When a high-quality and positive parent-child activation relationship develops, the child is properly and fully activated. The father encourages the child to challenge himself, get out of the comfort zone, eliminate the fear in his heart, enhance his confidence in himself, and help the child to overcome the anxiety he faces, thus the child's math anxiety level is lower[58]. In conclusion, positive parent-child dynamic relationship has a positive impact on children's math anxiety level, that is, there is a negative correlation between them.

2.2.2. Parenting style

Some scholars have analyzed and discussed the relationship between parents' rearing patterns and math anxiety, and found that the different parenting patterns of parents are closely related to math anxiety. Parenting style is defined as an attitude towards children that is conveyed to and combined with them to create an emotional atmosphere in which parents' actions and attitudes are revealed[59]. There are three kinds of parenting styles: authoritarian parenting style, authoritative parenting style and tolerant parenting style[20-22]. The first is the authoritarian parenting style, which is characterized by parents having more restrictions on their children and using more punishments rather than rewards in the process of communicating with their children[23]. At the
same time, parents have a strict set of rules and regulations that children must obey absolutely[23]. This parenting style has a significant and direct negative effect on math anxiety[23]. The second is the authoritative parenting style, which shows that parents paying attention to control methods, follow logical restrictions, and pay more attention to rewards rather than punishments in the process of getting along with children[23]. Previous studies on the relationship between this parenting style and math anxiety have been inconsistent. Some studies believe that there is a significant and direct positive effect between the two, while others believe that there is a significant and indirect negative effect between the two[23]. The direct effect is that the high level of authoritative parenting leads to the high level of mathematical anxiety, while the indirect negative effect is that the higher the level of authoritative parenting, the higher the level of mathematical self-efficacy, which leads to a 35% lower level of mathematical anxiety[23]. Finally, there is the tolerant parenting style, which is characterized by fewer requirements and restrictions from parents for children, while setting a flexible range for children's behavior[23]. There was no significant but direct positive effect between the parenting style and math anxiety[23]. Therefore, different parenting styles can cause different levels of math anxiety.

### 2.3. School Influencing Factors

#### 2.3.1. School atmosphere

Research shows that there is a close correlation between school atmosphere and adolescents' level of math anxiety. School atmosphere includes two aspects: classroom discipline atmosphere and classroom environment atmosphere[25-26]. To begin with, classroom discipline atmosphere is to create a classroom atmosphere that is conducive to the progress of learning[60], and it has a positive effect on the level of math anxiety[25]. The reason is that when the classroom discipline atmosphere is too high, the discipline has reached a pure autocratic system, students will feel oppressed and uneasy, and their learning efficiency will decrease, resulting in a higher level of mathematics anxiety[25]. Secondly, the classroom environment atmosphere can be divided into challenging environment atmosphere and negative environment atmosphere[26]. Challenging environment atmosphere means that with the improvement of students' personal ability, the difficulty of the tasks they face will gradually increase, and the process of solving problems will become more and more difficult[26]. There is a negative correlation between challenging environment atmosphere and the level of math anxiety. The reason is that when the challenging atmosphere in class becomes more intense, students have to face higher difficulty in math learning, thus they become more interested in math and have stronger belief in themselves[61-62], which ultimately leads to the decline of math anxiety level. On the other hand, the environment with negative influence means that teachers use ineffective classroom structure in the teaching process, and students' practical adjustment ability is decreased[63], which has a positive correlation with the level of mathematics anxiety. The reason is that when the classroom environment becomes more and more negative, students become more and more disinterested and bored in the study of mathematics, which leads to the loss of self-efficacy belief and finally leads to the increase in the level of mathematics anxiety[63]. To sum up, the relationship between school atmosphere and math anxiety is very significant and close, and different forms and degrees of school classroom atmosphere eventually cause different levels of math anxiety.

#### 2.3.2. Teachers’ teaching strategies

Some scholars have studied and analyzed the relationship between teachers' teaching strategies and math anxiety and found that teachers' inappropriate teaching strategies will have a negative impact on adolescents' math anxiety level. Teaching strategies are teaching ideas that guide the
introduction and development of work, and are used to solve practical problems and improve the ability of learning and understanding and professional quality[64].Current teaching strategy defects can be roughly divided into three categories[27], and all of them have an impact on math anxiety. To begin with, current teaching strategies tend to cultivate students' memory of arithmetic facts, rules and procedures, which leads to the majority of students only staying on the surface of memory, without in-depth understanding of the essence[27].When students need to use mathematics knowledge to solve problems, they are unable to respond quickly and lose confidence in mathematics learning, which leads to an increase in the level of mathematics anxiety[27].The second defect is that traditional teaching strategies rely too much on direct teaching[27]. In this direct teaching process, the teacher is the transmitter of information, while the student is the receiver and absorber of knowledge, and is in a passive position[27].Teachers do not really stimulate and promote children's curiosity and initiative in learning, and at the same time, students do not really participate in the process of mathematics teaching, and they do not establish a real understanding relationship with mathematics, unable to master mathematics skills, so the level of mathematics anxiety increases[27]. The third is that the current teaching strategies ignore the informal knowledge of mathematics accumulated by students in daily life and fail to combine formal and informal guidance knowledge of mathematics together[27].The lack of informal instruction knowledge will have a negative effect on students' mathematical understanding, mathematical memory and application of school mathematics[65-68].In addition, if formal guidance and informal knowledge are not linked together, students' understanding and acceptance of mathematics and practical application ability will decline[69-70], then lead to their own lack of confidence in mathematics, and eventually improve the degree of mathematics anxiety. To sum up, incorrect teaching strategies will not be conducive to the development of adolescents, and will have a close impact on the math anxiety level of young students.

3. **Interventions**

3.1. **Individual Intervention Measures**

Currently, researchers have proposed some effective and feasible interventions for individual math anxiety, including cognitive behavioral therapy, focused breathing training and expressive writing.  

For the first intervention, cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)[71], this therapy is a therapy in which therapists help patients understand their cognitive errors and distortions[72], based on the idea that cognitive distortions cause depression and anxiety[73].Moreover, due to the emergence of negative and irrational thinking, the individual cognition of students with math anxiety has been distorted to some extent, and their own cognition has also been affected to a certain extent[74]. Therefore, cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) intervenes in adolescents' math anxiety from three aspects: physiological, behavioral and cognitive[75-76]. (a) Under the guidance of therapists, participants reduce their physiological level of math anxiety through relaxation or breathing training (b)Therapists guide participants to identify their own anxiety symptoms, and participants need to learn how to analyze the symptoms objectively and carefully. At the same time, therapists should also teach participants more useful new methods, so that participants can deal with the problem more flexibly (c)When faced with certain events that may cause anxiety, participants need to learn to change their inherent thinking and look at and solve problems from different perspectives[71].In addition, the cognitive behavioral therapy also targets the individual's own belief system, shows and explains rational thinking to patients with math anxiety, and helps them acquire a higher sense of self-efficacy, so that patients can better deal with emergencies in life flexibly and quickly adapt to the new environment[71]. Thus, through the reconstruction of belief, patients can shorten the gap between the real and ideal self[71], themselves can obtain a more positive academic self-concept,
and effectively reduce the level of math anxiety. At present, some studies have been done to interfere with mathematics anxiety by rebuilding mathematics cognition among teenagers, and the results show that the level of mathematics anxiety among teenagers has decreased significantly. The whole intervention process was based on the guidance algorithm[77], including 12 weeks of treatment, 90 minutes of group discussion meeting and 30 minutes of behavioral strategy consultation each time[71]. The specific treatment steps are as follows[71].(a) Participants were divided into groups and familiarized with and understood the whole process of cognitive behavioral therapy. (b) Guide participants to understand and classify cognitive distortions. (c) Participants were aware of the past history of math anxiety. (d) Let participants learn how to rely on positive thoughts to overcome negative thoughts. (e) Participants discussed the downward arrow technique and their beliefs with the therapist. (f) Therapists required participants to perform daily relaxation exercises. (g) Therapists define self-concept. (h) The therapist explains and explains the mathematical self-concept. (i) Teach participants skills on how to improve their mathematical self-concept. (j) To prevent recurrence of participants' math anxiety. (k) Participants analyzed and summarized the whole intervention process.

As for the second intervention, that is, concentrated breathing training[78-79], the research shows that by improving the attention level of teenagers, their math anxiety is obviously reduced. The specific training process is as follows: first, participants were instructed by a recording to assume and maintain the following postures: sitting upright and unbent, with hands flat on knees, shoulders relaxed and spread, head centered on the body, and feet on the floor. Then, when they were fully comfortable with the pose, the participants had to close their eyes, and if they were uncomfortable with the pose, they could look down or straight ahead without having to focus specifically on an object. After that, participants were instructed to adjust their breathing, focusing on the feeling of breathing gas in and out of the bodies and through the nose, or paying attention to their abdomens slowly expanding with each inhalation and slowly retreating with each exhalation. The whole training process for 15 minutes, this training through brief focused breathing exercises, effectively improves the control level of attention of adolescents, at the same time, in the case of themselves in a huge pressure, adjust the negative emotion and anxiety of its bad, enabling them to focus on the math task itself rather than math anxiety[78-79].

As for the third kind of intervention, that is, expressive writing[80], some studies have been done to intervene in math anxiety by changing the stress level of teenagers. The results show that the math anxiety level of teenagers has decreased significantly. The specific methods are as follows: expressive writing is a simple clinical diagnostic technique that advocates people to record the source of their anxiety and the most real thoughts in their hearts[81]. In this approach, the participants in seven minutes, write down their own is going to perform mathematical problems and needs to be done and the feeling of the heart, then, in began to write a second problem with feeling, careful to dig their own the most real emotions and ideas, need to keep themselves in the process of writing is still an open mind, try your best to record your thoughts without reservation to ensure the validity and authenticity of writing[80]. Through expressive writing, in the process of individual mathematics task, the possibility of their own attention being distracted and weakened due to the emergence of math-related worry and anxiety is greatly reduced[82]. Meanwhile, it also changes the individual's stress situation and promotes the effective and positive emotional understanding, thus reducing the degree of mathematics anxiety[83-87]. In addition, expressive writing can indirectly intervene in mathematics anxiety by helping individuals stay away from their own sources of stress and anxiety, and reduce the level of mathematics anxiety[88-89].

To sum up, mathematics anxiety can be intervened from three aspects of adolescents' own cognitive beliefs, attention concentration level and stress level, and an appropriate level of
mathematics anxiety can promote the healthy development of individuals' body and mind, and effectively promote the learning of mathematics related aspects.

3.2. Family Intervention Measures

Currently, researchers have proposed some practical interventions for math anxiety in the family aspect, including father-child relationship based math practice activities and parents providing more academic support to children.

For the first intervention, mathematical practice based on the father-child relationship[19], some studies have focused on the father-son relationship in the family to intervene in mathematics anxiety, and the results found that the symptoms of mathematics anxiety in the adolescent group have been significantly reduced. The specific measures are as follows. Since studies have shown that there is no significant correlation between mother-child relationship and math anxiety[19], more math activities, such as emotional connection activities[19], can be done with children based on the father-child relationship. During this activity, the father and children support each other and help each other. Father also needs to set aside enough time to accompany their child, develop and cultivate common interests with them, so as to strengthen the relationship between father and son, and the formation of good parent-child relationships can effectively intervene math anxiety and buffer its negative impact[19].

As for the second kind of intervention, in which parents give and provide more academic support to their children[24], some studies have conducted interventions on math anxiety by giving children sufficient math learning support, and the results found that the degree of math anxiety in the adolescent group has significantly decreased. The specific implementation methods are as follows. (a)Encourage and promote children's interest in mathematics and science. (b)Participate in the relevant family mathematics seminar, so that they are able to help children solve some math problems. (c)Take your child to a library or museum for informal educational and academic activities. (d)Take the initiative to find out about some scientific research projects that take place outside school hours, on weekends or during the summer, and encourage your child to participate in them[90-91]. Through these measures, the parents actively organize children to participate in the activities of some meaningful and interesting mathematics. At the same time, they also give their children full academic support, which can not only encourage children to explore the relationships involved in the activities proactively, analyze and solve the problems, and think about mathematics in a more positive view[8], but also can make children's mathematics learning internal motivation increased significantly[24]. The warmth and confidence brought by parental academic support had a beneficial effect on children's math anxiety, which ultimately led to a significant reduction in anxiety[92].

To sum up, in terms of family, parents should accompany their children to do math parent-child activities and actively give their children enough math support. This can not only make children more motivated in mathematics learning, but also significantly strengthen their achievements, and effectively intervene in mathematics anxiety and reduce their level.

3.3. School and Teacher Intervention Measures

At present, some researchers have tried to intervene in teenagers' math anxiety by changing their learning environment from the perspective of schools and teachers. The first is the school aspect, which includes the following measures. (a)Establish a new educational form of "flipped classroom[93]", which is a student-centered teaching mode. With the help of modern scientific and technological means, the things that need to be learned in the classroom are transferred to the extracurricular activities[94-96]. Students need to use video lectures, online reading, slide
presentation and other forms to conduct independent learning. Later, the time in class is used for communication and discussion among students[93]. In this process, students need to continue in-depth research to fully understand and master the relevant knowledge points. The form of "flipped classroom" learning provides students with more personalized guidance and makes them passionate about math learning[93,97]. At the same time, it also has a positive impact on students' math scores[98]. So as to enhance students' confidence in mathematics learning, and finally reduce the level of anxiety in mathematics. (b) Open courses related to math anxiety[99]. This course will let students realize their own fear and misunderstanding of mathematics, and help them overcome the difficulties and obstacles on the road of mathematics, effectively enhance the confidence of mathematics learning, so as to intervene in mathematics anxiety and reduce its degree[100-101]. (c) Undertake educational activities on overcoming gender stereotypes[102]. Such education activities such as training, after-class seminars and lectures, and telling the students as long as they are willing to devote enough time and effort, and actively to learn new skills in mathematics, can make their own mathematical ability receive a significant boost, and also highlight the performance of mathematics to students and there is no relationship between gender[103]. This measure not only effectively reduces the influence of gender difference on teenagers' mathematics anxiety, but also fully mobilizes their initiative in mathematics learning, makes them more involved in mathematics tasks and finally reducing their mathematics anxiety level[102].

Secondly, with regard to teachers, specific measures are as follows. (a) Use hands-on methods in mathematics teaching[99]. In mathematics classroom, by choosing appropriate and correct visual teaching AIDS to create a real mathematics learning situation for students, not only can the teaching process be effectively prevented from being out of touch with the real life, but also students' understanding of mathematics can be prevented from only staying in simple pen and paper exercises. Hands-on practice can help students understand what mathematics is and how mathematics works better, thus reducing their anxiety levels in mathematics[104-105]. (b) Different communication methods should be established for different types of students[99]. For example, when teachers in the face of some students with weak self-consciousness and sensitive self-awareness, they first need to tell the students to avoid stereotype threat, at the same time stress the importance of efforts more than talent[106], encourage them to don't upset, and express their confidence, through the communication right guide students to establish correct learning motivation, to weaken the mathematics anxiety[107]. (c) Adjust the difficulty of the questions according to students' different levels[108]. By studying the flexible change in the difficulty of mathematics problems to adapt to the actual situation of each student, we can ensure to a great extent that all the students have a relatively high success rate in mathematics learning[108], and the ideal success rate can give students a great confidence and positive emotions in learning mathematics, so as to intervene in mathematics anxiety and reduce their anxiety level[109-115].

To sum up, the school can change the traditional form, offer courses and activities related to math anxiety to intervene the math anxiety of young people. At the same time, teachers can influence students' math anxiety level by increasing the proportion of practical teaching, establishing different communication ways, and using flexible difficulty adjustment and other measures. The relevant intervention measures of school and teachers can make the external learning environment of adolescents change positively, so as to fully mobilize the initiative of students to learn, and effectively prevent the generation of mathematics anxiety.

4. Summary and Prospect

Mathematics anxiety is a kind of psychological state that often appears in teenagers' study and life. Serious mathematics anxiety has certain destructive influence on teenagers' future development. At the same time, it has a negative impact on the training of talents in the whole society. Therefore, it
is necessary and urgent to effectively intervene and improve teenagers' math anxiety. This study made a detailed review and analysis of the literature related to math anxiety, and systematically reviewed the influencing factors and intervention measures of math anxiety from the aspects of individuals, families and schools. What is more, this study also provides sufficient theoretical references for better understanding and acquaintance of the overall structure of mathematics anxiety, and at the same time points out a clear direction for the future work of mathematics education, which effectively alleviates the situation of adolescents' mathematics anxiety. But so far, there is a gap between the research level of math anxiety in China and other countries[116], and the intervention measures corresponding to each aspect of influence are not perfect. For example, as far as family influence is concerned, parent-child relationship is only one dimension of parents' participation[19]. Therefore, future research should focus on and analyze other dimensions of parents' participation, such as warmth and sensitivity of parents' expression, guiding and encouraging children to build autonomy, and parents' active participation in children's learning process[117]. In addition, future studies should carefully explore the path and relationship between parental engagement and adolescents' math anxiety[19], so as to develop more accurate and effective family-aspect intervention measures. On the other hand, although other countries have sufficient reserves of relevant literature, so that we can use them for reference, there are significant differences in the overall educational concept, social and cultural environment and mode of thinking activities among countries. Therefore, in the future research process, how to study the mathematics anxiety of adolescents based on China's national conditions and cultural atmosphere is a very crucial step[118]. At the same time, researchers should pay more attention to the structural complexity of math anxiety, so as to avoid only staying at a single aspect[119]. Nowadays, the social environment is constantly changing, and people's emphasis on mathematics is gradually increasing. Therefore, we need to proceed from the actual situation, comprehensively consider various factors, and formulate the most effective interventions measures and treatment programs in view of the present situation of mathematical anxiety among teenagers, so as to fundamentally prevent the occurrence of mathematical anxiety and really promote the all-round and healthy development of teenagers.
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